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ABSTRACT
Global magnetic fields of active solar-like stars are nowadays routinely detected with spectropolarimetric measurements and are
mapped with Zeeman-Doppler imaging (ZDI). However, due to the cancellation of opposite field polarities, polarimetry captures
only a tiny fraction of the magnetic flux and cannot assess the overall stellar surface magnetic field if it is dominated by a small-
scale component. Analysis of Zeeman broadening in high-resolution intensity spectra can reveal these hidden complex magnetic
fields. Historically, there were very few attempts to obtain such measurements for G dwarf stars due to the difficulty of disentangling
Zeeman effect from other broadening mechanisms affecting spectral lines. Here we developed a new magnetic field diagnostic method
based on relative Zeeman intensification of optical atomic lines with different magnetic sensitivity. Using this technique we obtained
78 field strength measurements for 15 Sun-like stars, including some of the best-studied young solar twins. We find that the average
magnetic field strength B f drops from 1.3–2.0 kG in stars younger than about 120 Myr to 0.2–0.8 kG in older stars. The mean field
strength shows a clear correlation with the Rossby number and with the coronal and chromospheric emission indicators. Our results
suggest that magnetic regions have roughly the same local field strength B ≈ 3.2 kG in all stars, with the filling factor f of these
regions systematically increasing with stellar activity. Comparing our results with the spectropolarimetric analyses of global magnetic
fields in the same stars, we find that ZDI recovers about 1% of the total magnetic field energy in the most active stars. This figure
drops to just 0.01% for the least active targets.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic fields play a central role in the surface activity of cool
stars. It is now well established that magnetism is responsible for
such phenomena as dark spots, flares, coronal mass ejections, en-
hanced chromospheric and X-ray emission. Magnetic fields di-
rectly affect stellar evolution by altering the mass loss and gov-
erning redistribution of angular momentum between different
parts of stellar interiors. Planets orbiting cool stars are influenced
by the stellar magnetic activity in many different ways. This
makes understanding of stellar magnetism essential for studying
evolution, atmospheres, and habitability of terrestrial exoplanets.
Despite availability of a massive body of circumstantial ob-
servations of stellar magnetic activity, direct detections and mea-
surements of magnetic fields on stellar surfaces is still very
challenging. This type of research relies on exploiting the sig-
natures of the Zeeman effect in stellar spectra, which requires
high-resolution, high signal-to-noise ratio spectroscopic and
spectropolarimetric observational data. Two complementary ap-
proaches to studying Zeeman effect are commonly used to in-
fer the presence of a magnetic field and derive its characteris-
tics. The first method relies on line polarisation measurements
with high-resolution spectropolarimetry. The second technique
extracts information on the magnetic broadening and splitting of
spectral lines from the usual intensity spectra.
Analyses of weak circular polarisation signals in spectral
lines, often enhanced with a multi-line technique, have been
very successful in studying cool-star magnetic fields (Donati
et al. 1997). The polarimetric method yielded magnetic field de-
tections for hundreds of stars using snapshot circular polarisa-
tion observations (e.g. Fossati et al. 2013; Marsden et al. 2014;
Moutou et al. 2017). It has also enabled reconstruction of de-
tailed magnetic field maps for dozens of objects (e.g. Donati
et al. 2003; Petit et al. 2008; Morin et al. 2008; Rosén et al. 2016;
Folsom et al. 2016) with the Zeeman Doppler imaging (ZDI,
Kochukhov 2016) inversion technique applied to time-resolved
spectropolarimetry. The success of polarimetric diagnostic meth-
ods stem from an unambiguous nature of the magnetic field de-
tection and a relative simplicity of the theoretical modelling of
weak stellar circular polarisation signatures, which can be car-
ried out relying on a very basic line formation treatment (Folsom
et al. 2018).
However, it is also understood that polarimetry is able to re-
cover only a small fraction of the magnetic field energy, vastly
underestimating the true strength of magnetic structures on the
surfaces of cool stars (Vidotto 2016; Kochukhov et al. 2017;
Lehmann et al. 2019). This polarimetric bias is caused by the
topological complexity of a typical cool-star magnetic field ge-
ometry, which comprises many unresolved magnetic features
with opposite field polarities. Circular polarisation signals cor-
responding to these regions have opposite signs and mostly can-
cel out in any disk-integrated polarimetric observable. Thus, po-
larimetry is sensitive only to a large-scale magnetic field com-
ponent, particularly for slowly rotating stars which exhibit no
significant rotational Doppler broadening of their line profiles.
At the moment, it is unclear how this large-scale field compo-
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nent is related to fields at smaller spatial scales where the bulk
of the magnetic energy is concentrated.
On the other hand, the Zeeman splitting and broadening ob-
served in stellar intensity spectra is proportional to the absolute
value of magnetic field strength and thus includes contributions
from magnetic structures at all spatial scales. In this way the Zee-
man broadening diagnostic provides an unbiased estimate of the
total surface magnetic field strength. The relative intensities of
Zeeman components are only weakly sensitive to the field orien-
tation, making it impossible to infer the vector field maps from
intensity spectra considering typical field strengths of ∼ 1 kG
encountered in cool stars. Moreover, a challenging aspect of this
type of magnetic field analysis is that magnetic broadening has
to be separated from many other broadening mechanisms affect-
ing spectral lines. This makes the field detections from intensity
spectra more ambiguous compared to the polarimetric method
and often requires observational data of exceptional quality. Ad-
ditionally, the Zeeman response of the intensity profiles of spec-
tral lines is more complex and diverse than the circular polarisa-
tion in the same lines, impeding application of multi-line tech-
niques and requiring the use of sophisticated polarised radiative
transfer codes.
These problems have been overcome, with varying degree
of success, by a number of pioneering studies which inferred
the presence of magnetic fields in different types of cool active
stars (Robinson 1980; Saar et al. 1986; Basri & Marcy 1988;
Valenti et al. 1995). The Zeeman broadening method was par-
ticularly successful in application to T Tauri stars (Johns-Krull
et al. 1999; Johns-Krull 2007; Yang & Johns-Krull 2011; Lavail
et al. 2017, 2019) and active M dwarfs (Johns-Krull & Valenti
1996; Shulyak et al. 2014, 2017, 2019; Kochukhov & Lavail
2017; Kochukhov & Shulyak 2019), which typically have rather
strong fields and narrow lines. At the same time, relatively little
progress has been made for Sun-like G dwarfs (see review by
Reiners 2012). The majority of Zeeman broadening field detec-
tions and measurements for these stars come from historic pub-
lications by S. Saar and collaborators (Saar 1987, 1996, 2001;
Saar & Linsky 1986b,a; Saar & Baliunas 1992), with a few mea-
surements contributed by other studies (Basri & Marcy 1988;
Rüedi et al. 1997; Anderson et al. 2010). To summarise, de-
spite numerous recent polarimetric investigations of global mag-
netic fields of Sun-like stars (e.g. See et al. 2019, and references
therein), the properties of their overall magnetic fields, including
typical surface field strengths, their rotational modulation and
cyclic variation, relationship to large-scale fields and different
indirect magnetic activity indicators, remain largely unexplored.
This unsatisfactory situation is largely due to the absence of
an efficient Zeeman broadening diagnostic technique that can
be applied to moderate quality high-resolution optical spectra
of solar-type stars. In this paper we develop such a technique
and present its application to a sample of G dwarf stars with
different activity levels. The rest of this paper is organised as
follows. Section 2 details various methodological aspects of our
study, including a review of different manifestations of the Zee-
man effect in stellar intensity spectra, description of our line pro-
file modelling codes, motivation of the choice of key diagnostic
lines, target selection and discussion of observational data. This
is followed in Sect. 3 by the presentation of magnetic field mea-
surement results for each target star. We discuss our results in
Sect. 4, where we establish correlations between magnetic field
characteristics, stellar parameters and magnetic activity proxies.
Finally, Sect. 5 summarises main conclusions of our investiga-
tion.
2. Methods
2.1. Zeeman broadening and intensification of spectral lines
The presence of a magnetic field in stellar atmosphere leads to
splitting of each spectral line into three groups of differently po-
larised Zeeman components. The linearly polarised pi compo-
nents are distributed symmetrically around the line centre. El-
liptically polarised σ components form two groups, one shifted
bluewards, and another redwards of the line centre. The conse-
quence of this Zeeman effect on spectral lines observed in the
usual intensity spectrum is twofold. First, lines are broadened (if
the magnetic splitting is less than the non-magnetic line width)
or split (if the field strength is large enough) due to a wavelength
separation of the pi and σ components. The magnitude of mag-
netic broadening increases linearly with the field strength and
can be expressed in km s−1 units as
∆vB = 1.4 × 10−4geffλB (1)
for the field strength in kG and wavelength in Å. The effective
Landé factor, geff , expresses the relative span of Zeeman splitting
for lines with different magnetic sensitivity. Considering that the
most magnetically sensitive lines one can find in stellar spectra
have geff ≈ 3, we get ∆vB <∼ 2 km s−1 for a 1 kG field and a
line at λ = 5000 Å. This magnetic broadening is comparable to
the intrinsic line width, dominated by the ∼ 2–3 km s−1 turbulent
broadening, and is smaller than the instrumental broadening (3–
6 km s−1 for the resolving power of R = λ/∆λ = 0.5–1×105) of
most of the actively used night-time spectrographs. Furthermore,
any significant rotational broadening, with ve sin i exceeding a
few km s−1, effectively renders Zeeman broadening unobserv-
able in cool stars. All these factors limit practical applications of
the Zeeman broadening diagnostic to active, very slowly rotating
stars observed at R >∼ 105 with high signal-to-noise ratio spectra
(Robinson 1980; Marcy 1984; Saar et al. 1986; Basri & Marcy
1988; Johns-Krull & Valenti 1996; Rüedi et al. 1997; Anderson
et al. 2010). These restrictions can be partly relaxed with the
help of observations at near-infrared wavelengths (Saar & Lin-
sky 1985; Valenti et al. 1995; Johns-Krull 2007; Yang & Johns-
Krull 2011; Lavail et al. 2017, 2019; Flores et al. 2019) thanks
to a faster increase of Zeeman splitting with wavelength (grows
as λ2) compared to other broadening mechanisms (grow as λ).
For instance, ∆vB ≈ 10 km s−1 for a 1 kG field and a geff = 3 line
at λ = 2.3 µm, enabling magnetic measurements of moderately
fast rotators using lower quality data.
Another, less commonly discussed, consequence of Zeeman
effect is the overall strengthening of absorption lines. This Zee-
man intensification effect occurs due to a separation of Zee-
man components and the resulting desaturation of strong spectral
lines. This effect is well known from studies of much stronger
magnetic fields encountered in the early-type chemically pecu-
liar stars (Babcock 1949; Hensberge & De Loore 1974; Mathys
1990; Takeda 1991; Mathys & Lanz 1992; Kupka et al. 1996;
Stift & Leone 2003; Kochukhov et al. 2004, 2013). It was first
studied in cool stars by Basri et al. (1992) and Basri & Marcy
(1994). They demonstrated that Zeeman intensification is a com-
plex function of both magnetic field parameters (field intensity
and orientation) and spectral line characteristics (line strength
and Zeeman splitting pattern). Unlike Zeeman broadening, mag-
netic intensification is most effective for strong spectral lines
with a large number of uniformly spaced Zeeman components
but not necessarily for lines with the largest Landé factors. A
major advantage of Zeeman intensification analysis over Zee-
man broadening is that the former does not require observational
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data of exceptional quality and can be applied to rapid rotators
provided that diagnostic lines remain free from blends. On the
other hand, quantitative interpretation of spectral line strengths
in terms of Zeeman intensification requires detailed modelling
of the magnetic desaturation process with a realistic polarised ra-
diative transfer code and is more sensitive to errors of atomic pa-
rameters, particularly transition probabilities, which determine
relative line intensities in the absence of a magnetic field.
A series of recent studies of magnetic fields in active M
dwarf stars using the Ti i multiplet at λ 9647–9788 Å imple-
mented a combined Zeeman broadening and intensification ap-
proach (Shulyak et al. 2017, 2019; Kochukhov & Lavail 2017;
Kochukhov & Shulyak 2019). These investigations demon-
strated that a detection and analysis of >∼ 2 kG fields in stars
rotating as fast as ve sin i= 30–40 km s−1 is within reach. How-
ever, this methodology cannot be directly applied to Sun-like
stars since this particular group of Ti i lines becomes too weak at
Teff >∼ 4500 K. Here we aim to develop an equivalent magnetic
field measurement procedure for hotter stars based on a different
set of diagnostic lines.
2.2. Magnetic spectrum synthesis
We use the polarised spectrum synthesis code Synmast
(Kochukhov 2007; Kochukhov et al. 2010) to model magnetic
field effects on absorption lines in the spectra of active stars. This
code solves the polarised radiative transfer equation with an ef-
ficient numerical algorithm (de la Cruz Rodríguez & Piskunov
2013) using realistic stellar model atmospheres. It treats ion-
isation of atomic species and dissociation of molecules with
an up-to-date equation of state package shared with the SME
code (Piskunov & Valenti 2017)1. Theoretical spectra in four
Stokes parameters are computed by Synmast for a given limb
angle and a depth-independent magnetic field vector. Informa-
tion on atomic and molecular line parameters is obtained from
the VALD database (Ryabchikova et al. 2015)2. In addition to
the usual set of line parameters required for spectrum synthesis
(central wavelength, excitation potential, oscillator strength and
damping constants), VALD supplies Landé factors and J quan-
tum numbers of the upper and lower atomic levels necessary for
calculation of Zeeman splitting patterns.
A magnetic broadening and intensification analysis of cool
active stars does not require a detailed geometrical model of the
surface magnetic field distribution. We follow previous Zeeman
broadening studies (e.g. Valenti et al. 1995; Johns-Krull 2007;
Yang & Johns-Krull 2011; Shulyak et al. 2017; Kochukhov &
Lavail 2017; Lavail et al. 2019) in assuming that the field is uni-
form and oriented normally with respect to the stellar surface.
The assumption of a radial field orientation is justified by the
analogy with solar flux tubes (e.g. Valenti et al. 1995; Johns-
Krull et al. 1999, 2004) and represents an intermediate case, in
terms of the impact on line profiles, between (clearly unrealistic
in the stellar case) extremes of the magnetic field vectors strictly
parallel and strictly perpendicular to the observer’s line of sight.
In this way, a uniform radial field geometry provides a good mix-
ture of field lines with a range of orientations to the line of sight
(Yang & Johns-Krull 2011).
Using this simple field geometry model, the local intensity
spectra are computed with Synmast at seven limb angles and
then convolved with appropriate kernels to take into account the
radial-tangential macroturbulence, rotational Doppler broaden-
1 http://www.stsci.edu/~valenti/sme.html
2 http://vald.astro.uu.se
ing, and instrumental broadening. The final theoretical stellar
flux spectrum is obtained by adding these local calculations with
the weights corresponding to relative areas of the seven annular
regions and normalising by the continuum flux integrated over
the visible stellar hemisphere in the same way. Further details
on this disk integration procedure can be found in Valenti &
Piskunov (1996).
We treat the field strength distribution with a standard two-
component model adopted by many previous Zeeman broaden-
ing studies of active FGK stars (Basri & Marcy 1988; Rüedi et al.
1997; Saar 2001; Anderson et al. 2010; Kochukhov & Lavail
2017). This approach is inspired by the notion that small-scale
magnetic fields are concentrated in distinct surface elements, re-
ferred to as flux tubes in solar physics (e.g. Stenflo 1973; Solanki
& Stenflo 1984; Stenflo 1994; Solanki et al. 2006). In this case,
the total observed stellar spectrum is given by the weighted su-
perposition of magnetic and non-magnetic contributions
S (λ) = (1 − f ) · S 0(λ) + f · S (λ, B), (2)
where S 0(λ) and S (λ, B) is the non-magnetic, continuum-
normalised stellar flux spectrum and the spectrum calculated
with the field strength B, respectively, and f is the filling fac-
tor of magnetic regions. This is undoubtedly a highly simpli-
fied approximation of the actual continuous distribution of mag-
netic field strengths. Nevertheless, it has proven to be a success-
ful practical approach to the problems of diagnosing small-scale
solar magnetic fields (Stenflo 1994 and references therein) and
inferring mean magnetic field strength from the stellar intensity
spectra. Information on the magnetic filling factors determined
within this framework (provided that f can be reliably separated
from B) is important for understanding a range of processes tak-
ing place in active cool stars (e.g. Montesinos & Jordan 1993;
Cranmer & Saar 2011; Cranmer 2017; See et al. 2019).
The solar small-scale strong-field regions, such as flux tubes,
are known to have a distinctly different thermodynamic struc-
ture. However, there are no reliable analytical models or numer-
ical simulations that quantify this difference for active stars with
much stronger mean magnetic fields than those observed in the
quiet Sun. In the absence of suitable grids of one-dimensional
models of magnetised cool star atmospheres we resort to em-
ploying the same normal model atmosphere for computing both
S 0(λ) and S (λ, B). This approach is also obligatory to enable
a meaningful comparison with the results of previous studies,
most of which did not take a difference between the structures
of magnetic and non-magnetic atmospheres into account. Nev-
ertheless, expecting that this difference is primarily reflected
in unequal temperatures of the regions with different magnetic
fields, we will explore the impact of adopting different normal
model atmospheres for calculation of S 0(λ) and S (λ, B). Since
our approach relies on the differential magnetic intensification of
atomic lines from the same multiplet, the main effect of a temper-
ature difference is unequal continuum brightness of the spectra
corresponding to magnetic and non-magnetic regions. This dif-
ference is subsumed, to first order, by the magnetic filling factor
f . This parameter thus represents continuum-intensity-weighted
fraction of the stellar surface covered by a magnetic field.
2.3. Zeeman-sensitive lines in the optical solar spectrum
Several neutral Fe lines (Fe i 5250, 6173, 6302, 8468 Å) are com-
monly used for the analysis of polarisation and Zeeman broad-
ening in the atmosphere of the Sun and solar-type stars. These
lines are distinguished by large values of effective Landé fac-
tors and thus exhibit the largest profile shape modification when
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Fig. 1. Response of the continuum normalised spectrum in the 4000–10000 Å wavelength range to a 1 kG magnetic field covering the entire stellar
surface. Lower panel: synthetic spectra calculated for the solar atmospheric parameters and abundances with (light curve) and without (dark curve)
magnetic field. Upper panel: the difference between these two spectra. The lines showing the strongest Zeeman response are identified according
to the numbering adopted in Table 1.
a magnetic field is present. However, as discussed in Sect. 2.1,
these lines are not necessarily the most useful diagnostics when
Zeeman intensification is considered. To assess the latter in a
comprehensive and systematic manner, we have carried out mag-
netic spectrum synthesis calculations with Synmast for the entire
optical spectrum (400 nm to 1 µm) covered by modern echelle
spectropolarimeters. These calculations were based on the so-
lar model atmosphere from the MARCS grid (Gustafsson et al.
2008), employed a line list retrieved from VALD and adopted
the solar chemical abundances (Grevesse et al. 2007), micro-
turblent velocity vmic = 0.85 km s−1, macrotubulent velocity
vmac = 3 km s−1, projected rotational velocity ve sin i = 5 km s−1,
and instrumental resolution R = λ/∆λ = 105. Two theoretical
calculations were produced: one without a magnetic field and
another one with a B = 1 kG radial field covering the entire stel-
lar surface. This choice of ve sin i and B corresponds to a mod-
erately active star rotating significantly faster than the Sun. This
parameter combination is in the regime where a Zeeman broad-
ening analysis is already quite challenging since the signatures
of magnetic line broadening are largely washed out by the stellar
rotation.
The resulting magnetic and non-magnetic synthetic spectra
and their difference are shown in Fig. 1. The spikes in the differ-
ence plot identify spectral features exhibiting the strongest in-
tensification for the 1 kG magnetic field considered in this cal-
culation. Setting an arbitrary threshold of 5% for the change of
the central line depth, we compiled the list of 8 unblended lines
potentially useful for a Zeeman intensification analysis. These
Table 1. Spectral lines with the strongest Zeeman intensification in the
solar optical spectrum.
No. Ion λ (Å) Elo (eV) geff ∆I/Ic (%)
1 Fe i 4224.513 3.4302 2.780 5.88
2 Fe i 5078.974 4.3013 1.870 5.20
3 Fe i 5225.526 0.1101 2.250 6.47
4 Fe i 5250.209 0.1213 3.000 5.52
5 Fe i 5497.516 1.0111 2.255 8.22
6 Fe i 5506.778 0.9901 2.000 5.05
7 Fe i 6213.429 2.2227 1.995 5.25
8 Fe i 8468.406 2.2227 2.495 6.71
Notes. The last column indicates change of the residual line depth due
to a 1 kG radial magnetic field assuming ve sin i = 5 km s−1, vmac =
3 km s−1, and R = 105.
lines, all belonging to Fe i, are listed in Table 1. The well-known
magnetic diagnostic lines Fe i 5250 and 8468 Å are among the
lines with the largest magnetic intensification. However, by far
the strongest Zeeman response is found for the Fe i 5497.5 Å
line. It has a moderately large, though not exceptional, effec-
tive Landé factor of 2.25. Interestingly, the nearby Fe i 5506.8 Å
(geff = 2.00) is also present in Table 1 and another line from the
same multiplet, Fe i 5501.5 Å (geff = 1.87), exhibits a weaker
but still significant Zeeman intensification response.
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Stenflo et al. (1984) discussed the solar Stokes I and V spec-
tra of the Fe i 5497.5–5506.8 Å lines in a strong plage, not-
ing that these lines are substantially more polarised than Fe i
5250 Å. Rosén & Kochukhov (2012) used these three Fe i lines
for numerical tests of ZDI, finding that the Stokes I Zeeman in-
tensification signal in the 5497.5 Å line aids reconstruction of
stellar magnetic field geometries provided that the intensity and
circular polarisation spectra are modelled self-consistently. Mor-
genthaler et al. (2012) correlated the widths of the 5497.5 and
5506.8 Å lines with chromospheric emission indicators for the
active Sun-like star ξ Boo A (HD 131156A). Apart from these
few studies, to the best of our knowledge, the Fe i 5497.5 and
5506.8 Å lines have not been systematically utilised for either
solar or stellar magnetic field diagnostic.
2.4. Determination of magnetic field parameters
The magnetic intensification of the three Fe i lines 5497.5,
5501.6, and 5506.8 Å represents a promising tool for measur-
ing surface magnetic field strength in Sun-like stars, provided
one can find a suitable reference spectral feature with weak or
no magnetic field sensitivity. According to Nave et al. (1994),
these three lines belong to the Fe i multiplet 88, also known
as multiplet 15 in the older tables by Moore (1959), formed by
transitions between the a 5F and z 5Fo energy levels in a neu-
tral iron atom. This multiplet includes a handful of other strong
unblended Fe i lines, one of which, 5434.5 Å, has a very small
effective Landé factor and is therefore essentially insensitive to
a magnetic field. Thus, a suitable method of extracting informa-
tion on stellar magnetic fields from the Fe i 5497.5–5506.8 Å
lines is to compare them with Fe i 5434.5 Å. The latter line can
be employed to establish the stellar projected rotational velocity
and Fe abundance. Then, the three magnetically sensitive lines
can be used to determine magnetic field parameters. This two-
step procedure comprises the new magnetic diagnostic method
advanced in this paper.
Parameters of the four Fe i lines are summarised in Table 2.
The oscillator strengths listed in this table come from high-
precision laboratory measurements (Fuhr et al. 1988; O’Brian
et al. 1991). Other sources of atomic data may provide oscillator
strengths with a different overall scale, yet the relative strengths
of the four lines are going to be identical since all these transi-
tions come from the same multiplet. This alleviates the problem
of oscillator strength uncertainties which complicated many pre-
vious attempts to measure stellar magnetic fields with Zeeman
intensification and broadening (Basri et al. 1992; Valenti et al.
1995; Rüedi et al. 1997; Anderson et al. 2010).
Figure 2 illustrates response of the four Fe i diagnostic lines
to a uniform radial magnetic field increasing in strength from 0
to 4 kG. These calculations were carried out with Synmast for
the same set of stellar parameters as used in Sect. 2.3 and treat-
ing each of the four lines in isolation, ignoring possible blends.
Two sets of calculations are shown: one without any broaden-
ing applied to the theoretical spectra and another one using rep-
resentative values of vmac, ve sin i and R adopted in Sect. 2.3.
The Zeeman splitting patterns are schematically shown in Fig. 2
for the 4 kG field. It is evident that the 5497.5–5506.8 Å lines
are strongly influenced by the magnetic field compared to Fe i
5434.5 Å. The largest magnetic broadening and intensification
effect is shown by Fe i 5497.5 Å and is due to its wide Zeeman
splitting pattern composed of 5 groups of overlapping pi and σ
components.
Fig. 2. Theoretical profiles of the four Fe i spectral lines studied in this
paper. Calculations for the solar parameters and magnetic field strengths
ranging from 0 to 4 kG are shown for representative rotational, macro-
turbulent and instrumental broadening (solid lines) and without broad-
ening (dotted lines). The bar plots above line profiles schematically
show the Zeeman splitting patterns for a field strength of 4 kG.
Similarity of the oscillator strengths, wavelengths and exci-
tation potentials of the four Fe i lines studied here translates into
their similar formation physics in a non-magnetic cool-star at-
mosphere. These lines exhibit little differential response to vari-
ation of thermodynamic structure, allowing one to disentangle
magnetic intensification from other effects. A series of spectrum
synthesis calculations documented by Fig. 3 compares the rel-
ative change of equivalent widths of the 5497.5–5506.8 Å lines
with respect to the 5434.5 Å line caused by variation of magnetic
field and stellar parameters. The reference model parameters
adopted for these calculations were Teff = 5750 K, log g = 4.5,
vmic = 0.85 km s−1, and B = 0 kG. The relative normalised
equivalent width change was computed for each magnetically
sensitive line by dividing its equivalent width change ∆W by
the initial equivalent width W0 and subtracting the same ratio
for the Fe i 5434.5 Å line. The purpose of these line formation
calculations was to explore to what extent inevitable uncertain-
ties of stellar parameters can interfere with the determination
of magnetic field strength using our method. The three upper
panels in Fig. 3 suggest that an uncertainty of ∼ 50 K for Teff ,
∼ 0.05 dex for log g, and ∼ 0.1 km s−1 for vmic, typical of mod-
ern spectroscopic analyses of solar-type stars (Valenti & Fischer
2005), have little impact (∆W/W0 − ∆W/W0(5434.5) <∼ 0.01)
on the magnetic measurements unless B is much smaller than
∼ 200 G. The studied lines show no significant differential re-
sponse to a moderate variation of Fe abundance. One can also
note that the differential equivalent width change due to temper-
ature variation (top panel in Fig. 3) is small and has a positive
slope. This means that large cool spots, known to be present at
the surfaces of the most active stars in our sample, should yield a
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Fig. 3. Equivalent width change of the Fe i lines λ 5497.5, 5501.5, and
5506.8 Å relative to the Fe i λ 5435.5 Å line in response to the varia-
tion (from top to bottom) of the effective temperature, surface gravity,
microturbulent velocity, Fe abundance, and magnetic field strength.
Table 2. Parameters of the Fe i spectral lines studied in this paper.
λ (Å) Elo (eV) Eup (eV) log g f geff
5434.523 1.0111 3.2918 −2.122 −0.010
5497.516 1.0111 3.2657 −2.849 2.255
5501.465 0.9582 3.2112 −3.047 1.875
5506.778 0.9901 3.2410 −2.797 2.000
relative equivalent width change opposite to that of the magnetic
intensification effect.
Among the three nuisance spectroscopic parameters con-
sidered here, the microturbulent velocity is characterised by
the largest relative error. The choice of vmic can influence the
strengths of the 5497.5–5506.8 Å lines relative to the 5434.5 Å
line because the latter is about 40% stronger than any of the for-
mer and is more sensitive to vmic. Throughout this paper we fol-
low Valenti & Fischer (2005) and Brewer et al. (2016) in using
the same fixed microturbulent velocity, vmic = 0.85 km s−1, for
all G-type targets. This is a reasonable assumption for weakly or
moderately active stars within a narrow parameter range around
the solar values. One can suspect that this assumption does not
hold for stars significantly more active than the Sun due to a
modification of their convective turbulent spectrum by a mag-
netic field. However, such targets also exhibit a larger Zeeman
intensification due to stronger fields, making the vmic uncertainty
less of a concern.
The bottom panel in Fig. 3 demonstrates that the magnetic
intensification curves of the three Fe i lines follow theoretically
expected ∝ B2 dependence (Landi Degl’Innocenti & Landolfi
2004) up to 200–300 G and then behave linearly with B. It may
be more problematic to recognise the presence of the field using
these Fe i lines in the quadratic regime, corresponding to the hy-
pothetical situation of 〈B〉<∼ 300 G and f ≈ 1. However, we did
not encounter such situations in our analysis.
The increase in the equivalent width of the Fe i 5497.5 Å
line is steeper than for the other two magnetically sensitive lines.
This difference of the equivalent width responses, coupled with
the Zeeman broadening of the 5497.5 Å line detectable in slower
rotators, enables disentangling, to some extent, the field strength
B from the magnetic filling factor f . Nevertheless, as we will
show below, the filling factor and the field strength are still par-
tially degenerate in our approach, yielding considerably larger
individual errors of B and f compared to the uncertainty of their
product, the mean field strength 〈B〉= B · f .
Drawing from the forward theoretical spectrum synthesis
calculations described above we proceed to the analysis of the
four Fe i lines in the spectrum of the Sun. For this purpose we
consider the HARPS solar flux spectrum calibrated in wave-
length with the help of a laser frequency comb (Molaro et al.
2013). The atomic and molecular data were extracted from
VALD, now taking into account all known absorption features
around the four Fe i lines studied here.
A comparison between the observed solar spectrum and the
best fit model calculation is shown in Fig. 4. For this spectrum
synthesis we adopted vmic = 0.85 km s−1, ve sin i = 1.63 km s−1
(Valenti & Fischer 2005) and determined vmac = 2.83 km s−1 and
log(NFe/Ntot) = −4.58 from the 5434.5 Å line. Then, the fit to the
three magnetically sensitive Fe i lines was optimised by chang-
ing both B and f . This was accomplished with a straightforward
grid search approach, varying f from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.01
and B from 0 to 7 kG with a 0.1 kG step and looking for a B,
f pair yielding the lowest chi-square. The chi-square probabil-
ity statistics was employed to establish 68.3% confidence limits
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Fig. 4. Solar flux spectrum obtained with the HARPS spectrograph
(symbols connected by thin solid lines) compared to best fitting syn-
thetic profiles (solid lines) for the four diagnostic Fe i lines studied in
this paper.
for B, f , and their product B · f . We found B = 2.6+3.2−1.2 kG,
f = 0.07+0.07−0.03, and 〈B〉= 0.18+0.11−0.05 kG. The 99.7% confidence
limits for 〈B〉 are 0.12 to 0.32 kG. This mean field strength
is comparable to the average field strength of 130–220 G re-
ported by some Zeeman and Hanle studies of the quiet Sun
magnetism (Trujillo Bueno et al. 2004; Shchukina & Trujillo
Bueno 2011; Danilovic et al. 2010; Orozco Suárez & Bellot Ru-
bio 2012). The solution with f = 1 (one-component model) in-
creases the chi-square by a factor of 1.9 relative to the best fitting
two-component model and is well outside the 99.7% confidence
range.
As part of the analysis of the solar spectrum we adjusted os-
cillator strengths of several weak lines adjacent to the four Fe i
diagnostic features. Only one of these lines, Y ii 5497.4 Å, for
which the oscillator strength had to be reduced by 0.12 dex, di-
rectly affects the wing of one of the studied Fe i lines in the solar
spectrum. Some other blending features will contribute to the
wings of these Fe i lines in the spectra of faster rotators. As can
be seen from Fig. 4, we have not succeeded in reproducing the
shallow diffuse absorption in the far red wing of Fe i 5501.6 Å.
Several weak C2 lines contribute to the solar spectrum at those
wavelengths. It is possible that the VALD C2 line data are in-
complete or inaccurate, explaining the discrepancy between the
observed solar spectrum and the model calculation. This dis-
agreement is unimportant for the Sun due to its low ve sin i. But
this issue becomes progressively more problematic as ve sin i in-
creases. Consequently, we systematically excluded the far red
wing of the Fe i 5501.6 Å line from the set of wavelength inter-
vals employed for chi-square calculations.
Here we also present a detailed account of the magnetic pa-
rameter inference for the active star HD 129333 (EK Dra). For
this series of calculations we considered the average spectrum of
this star corresponding to the epoch 2009.02. This spectrum was
Fig. 5. Illustration of the determination of magnetic field strength B and
filling factor f for HD 129333 (2009.02 epoch). The greyscale corre-
sponds to the χ2 of the fit to the three magnetically sensitive Fe i lines,
as quantified by the side bar. The best fitting parameters, B = 3.5 kG
and f = 0.4, are indicated with the cross. Solid lines show 68.3,
95.5, and 99.7% confidence limits. The dashed line corresponds to the
B · f = const curve.
obtained by co-adding 4 individual observations obtained over 9
nights (see Sect. 2.6 for further details on the observational data
employed in this study). The Fe i 5434.5 Å line profile was used
to determine ve sin i = 17.0 km s−1 and log(NFe/Ntot) = −4.46
adopting vmac = 3.0 km s−1. This macroturbulent broadening pa-
rameter follows from the vmac(Teff , log g) calibration by Doyle
et al. (2014) with the solar value replaced by vmac = 2.83 km s−1
determined above. The macroturbulent velocity was calculated
in this manner for all G-type stars in this study. However, the
exact choice of the macrotubulent velocity value is unimportant
in the context of our analysis. For narrow-line stars considered
here a change of vmac can be compensated by modification of
ve sin i, resulting in the same chi-square of the fit to observations
and identical magnetic field parameters.
After constraining the Fe abundance and ve sin i of
HD 129333 with the 5434.5 Å line we proceeded to determi-
nation of B and f using the same grid search technique as was
employed for modelling the solar spectrum. The resulting chi-
square surface is shown in Fig. 5. The best fitting parameters are
B = 3.5 kG, f = 0.40, and B · f = 1.40 kG. The corresponding
68.3% confidence limits are 2.7–4.4 kG, 0.32–0.54, and 1.33–
1.47 kG respectively. As expected, there is a significant anti-
correlation between B and f along the B · f = const line. The
error determination procedure adopted here fully takes this anti-
correlation into account, allowing to derive realistic constraints
on B and f . In this particular case, the best one-component
model ( f = 1, B= 〈B〉= 1.6 kG) is clearly excluded as it yields
a chi-square increase by a factor of 1.8. We emphasise that the
68.3% confidence limits discussed in this section and elsewhere
in the paper should not be treated as one-σ error bars of the nor-
mal distribution. For example, for the 2009.02 observation of
HD 129333 considered here, the 95.5% confidence limits (corre-
sponding to the second contour in Fig. 5) are 2.6–4.5 kG, 0.31–
0.56, and 1.33–1.48 kG for B, f , and 〈B〉 respectively.
The two-step grid search procedure described above, with
the initial determination of ve sin i and the Fe abundance using
the 5434.5 Å line followed by the measurement of B, f , and 〈B〉
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Fig. 6. Magnetic field measurement for HD 129333 (2009.02 epoch).
The average observed profiles of the four Fe i lines are shown with
black symbols connected by thin solid lines. The grey curve in the back-
ground corresponds to ± twice the standard deviation for each pixel of
the observed spectra. The thick red solid line shows theoretical spec-
trum for the magnetic model yielding the lowest χ2 according to Fig. 5.
The dashed blue line shows the corresponding non-magnetic spectrum.
from magnetically sensitive lines, is largely equivalent to a gen-
eral chi-square optimisation using all four lines simultaneously.
However, our approach is computationally faster, more straight-
forward, reproducible and less prone to degeneracies thanks to a
clear separation of the information content of lines with different
magnetic sensitivity. Anyway, we have verified that application
of a general least-squares fitting algorithm to the observation of
HD 129333 discussed above yields the same set of magnetic field
parameters, ve sin i, and Fe abundance as was obtained with our
two-step grid search procedure.
The observed spectrum of HD 129333 and the best fitting
magnetic model spectrum are displayed in Fig. 6. This plot
also shows the non-magnetic theoretical calculation for the same
set of stellar parameters. The magnetic intensification of the
5497.5–5506.8 Å lines is readily apparent. The equivalent width
and the residual central depth of the Fe i 5497.5 Å line increase
by 28% and 9%, respectively. Such an effect can be easily de-
tected for this very active star even using moderate quality spec-
tra. Fig. 6 also demonstrates that the rotational variability of the
Fe i lines in HD 129333 induced by cool spots is much smaller
than the Zeeman intensification signature.
We conclude the assessment of the new magnetic field mea-
surement methodology with investigation of the sensitivity of
the analysis results to variation of stellar parameters. For this
purpose we use the same observation of HD 129333 as was dis-
cussed above. Determination of ve sin i, log(NFe/Ntot) from the
5434.5 Å line, followed by measurement of the magnetic field
parameters from the 5497.5–5506.8 Å lines, was repeated vary-
ing Teff by ±100 K, log g by ±0.1 dex, and vmic by ±0.2 km s−1.
These uncertainties are about a factor of two larger than the typ-
ical errors of Teff , log g, and vmic reported by spectroscopic stud-
ies of Sun-like stars and, in this respect, represent a conservative
estimate of possible systematic errors. The outcome of this er-
ror analysis is summarised in Table 3. We found that B changes
by up to 0.3 kG, f by up to 0.03, and 〈B〉 by up to 0.11 kG in
response to the variation of stellar parameters. In all cases these
changes are compatible with the formal error bars of the mag-
netic field parameters obtained using the reference set of Teff ,
log g, and vmic. This suggests that our magnetic field measure-
ments are not strongly affected by the uncertainties of stellar pa-
rameters adopted from the literature.
Finally, we study the impact of neglecting the multi-
component nature of active star atmospheres on our magnetic
field analysis. The work by Järvinen et al. (2018) demonstrated
that HD 129333 has several cool spots with 200–1000 K temper-
ature contrast occupying 14% of the stellar surface. We therefore
repeated determination of the magnetic field parameters for the
2009.02 observation of HD 129333 assuming that 20% of the
star is 500 K cooler than the rest of the surface. In this test we
assumed that both hot and cool atmospheric components have
the same distribution of small-scale magnetic field strengths, i.e.
both have the same B and f . Table 3 shows that adopting this
multi-component model has a very minor impact. Both B and f
remain within 68% confidence limits of the reference determi-
nation whereas 〈B〉 is altered by just 0.02 kG.
A systematic temperature difference between magnetic and
non-magnetic regions causes a more significant modification of
our spectrum fitting results. To test this effect, we repeated anal-
ysis of the 2009.02 spectrum of HD 129333 assuming that (a)
magnetic regions are 100 K cooler relative to the mean stellar
effective temperature Teff = 5845 K and non-magnetic regions
are hotter by the same amount (Tmag = 5745 K, T0 = 5945 K)
and (b) the temperature difference is reversed (Tmag = 5945 K,
T0 = 5745 K). In both of these situations the 5434.5 Å line is
affected by the choice of the filling factor f , so our two-step pro-
cedure was iterated until convergence was achieved for f and Fe
abundance. The results of these tests are reported in the last two
rows of Table 3. A 200 K temperature contrast modifies B, f ,
and 〈B〉 systematically by the amount comparable to formal er-
ror bars. This change is explained primarily by the difference of
continuum brightness of the two spectral contributions, as pre-
dicted in Sect. 2.2. If magnetic regions are cooler, their contribu-
tion to the total spectrum is diminished (case a) and a larger 〈B〉
is required to fit the observations. The opposite is happening in
the case (b). In fact, one can analytically predict 〈B〉 correction
factors of 1.08 and 0.91 for the cases (a) and (b), respectively,
considering the continuum brightness at λ = 5500 Å of the spec-
tra corresponding to Teff = 5745 and 5945 K. The actual change
of the mean field strength according to Table 3 is a factor of
1.07 and 0.92 for the scenarios with cooler and hotter magnetic
regions, respectively.
2.5. Target selection and stellar parameters
The targets for our study were selected according to the fol-
lowing criteria (i) fundamental stellar parameters close to solar
values, (ii) information on the global magnetic field is available
from previous ZDI studies, and (iii) high-quality optical spectra
are available. The first of these constraints is motivated by our
general goal of expanding the number of early-G dwarfs with
reliable magnetic field measurements and certain limitations of
our magnetic diagnostic method (see Sect. 2.4), which relies on
solar calibration of the line list and turbulent velocities. Start-
ing from the summaries of ZDI studies published by Vidotto
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Table 3. Sensitivity of the magnetic field analysis results for HD 129333 (2009.02 epoch) to the variation of stellar parameters.
Changed parameter log(NFe/Ntot) ve sin i (km s−1) B (kG) f 〈B〉 (kG) ∆〈B〉 (kG)
reference Teff , log g, vmic −4.46 17.0 3.5+0.9−0.8 0.40+0.14−0.08 1.40+0.07−0.07
Teff + 100 K −4.35 16.9 3.8+0.8−0.9 0.37+0.13−0.06 1.41+0.07−0.06 +0.01
Teff − 100 K −4.56 17.1 3.2+1.0−0.7 0.42+0.14−0.10 1.34+0.08−0.06 −0.06
log g + 0.1 −4.51 16.9 3.6+0.8−0.9 0.40+0.15−0.07 1.44+0.06−0.07 +0.04
log g − 0.1 −4.42 17.0 3.5+1.0−0.9 0.38+0.15−0.08 1.33+0.06−0.08 −0.07
vmic + 0.2 km s−1 −4.49 17.1 3.4+0.9−1.0 0.38+0.20−0.08 1.29+0.10−0.07 −0.11
vmic − 0.2 km s−1 −4.44 16.9 3.7+0.8−0.8 0.40+0.12−0.07 1.48+0.05−0.08 +0.08
∆Tspot = 500 K, fspot = 0.2 −4.56 16.9 3.2+1.0−0.7 0.43+0.15−0.10 1.38+0.07−0.07 −0.02
T0 − Tmag = +200 K −4.45 17.0 3.0+1.2−1.2 0.50+0.29−0.12 1.50+0.10−0.11 +0.10
T0 − Tmag = −200 K −4.49 17.0 3.2+1.0−0.7 0.34+0.07−0.06 1.29+0.11−0.09 −0.11
et al. (2014) and See et al. (2019), we identified 14 dwarfs in
the spectral type range from G0 to G7 which satisfy these cri-
teria. This list includes 6 stars (HD 1835, HD 20630, HD 39587,
HD 72905, HD 129333, HD 206860) from the well-studied “Sun
in Time” reference sample (Ribas et al. 2005; Güdel 2007; Rosén
et al. 2016; Fichtinger et al. 2017; Pognan et al. 2018) com-
posed of solar twins at different evolutionary stages. To this G
dwarf sample we added one additional very active cooler star,
LQ Hya (HD 82558), to test applicability of our method to faster
rotators. Except this early-K dwarf, believed to have a mass of
about 0.8M, all our targets have masses within ±10% of the
solar value (see Table 1 in See et al. 2019).
Table 4 summarises relevant parameters of our targets. The
first three columns list the HD number, the commonly used
name, and the spectral type adopted from the Hipparcos input
catalogue (Turon et al. 1993). This is followed by the effec-
tive temperature Teff and surface gravity log g taken mainly from
Valenti & Fischer (2005). The stellar ages and rotational periods
reported in columns 6 and 7 are adopted primarily from Vidotto
et al. (2014) and See et al. (2019), respectively. The 8th col-
umn in Table 4 provides Rossby numbers calculated by dividing
the rotational period by the convective turnover time. The latter
was computed according to the prescription given by Cranmer
& Saar (2011). The 9th column reports ve sin i determined for
each star as part of our spectrum synthesis analysis described
in Sect. 2.4. The last two columns in Table 4 list two widely
used proxies of the stellar magnetic activity. The ratio of the
X-ray to bolometric luminosity log LX/Lbol was adopted from
Vidotto et al. (2014) and Wright et al. (2011) or calculated us-
ing the X-ray fluxes from Boller et al. (2016). The Ca ii H&K
chromospheric emission indicator logR′HK is the median value
of the measurements found in the catalogue by Boro Saikia et al.
(2018).
As discussed above, we used vmac calculated with the mod-
ified calibration of Doyle et al. (2014) and employed the same
vmic = 0.85 km s−1 for all G dwarfs. For HD 82558 we used
vmac = 1.5 km s−1 and vmic = 0.5 km s−1 (Cole et al. 2015; Flores
Soriano & Strassmeier 2017). All model atmospheres required
for the line profile synthesis were extracted from the MARCS
(Gustafsson et al. 2008)3 model atmosphere grid. The logarithm
of surface gravity is close to 4.5 for the majority of stars in
our sample. Therefore, we used a pair of MARCS models with
log g = 4.5 and Teff values bracketing the stellar effective tem-
3 http://marcs.astro.uu.se
perature. Theoretical spectra were obtained using linear interpo-
lation between Synmast calculations with these two atmospheric
models. For HD 131156A (ξ Boo A), which has log g = 4.65,
we used a bilinear interpolation between theoretical spectra cal-
culated with four model atmospheres. For HD 82558 (LQ Hya)
we used a single model atmosphere with Teff = 5000 K and
log g = 4.0 (Cole et al. 2015).
2.6. Observational data
High-resolution archival spectra of target stars were collected
from the two sources. We used the PolarBase archive (Petit et al.
2014)4 to retrieve 755 observations of 15 stars obtained with
the twin spectropolarimeters ESPaDOnS and Narval, installed
at the 3.6m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) and the
2m Telescope Bernard Lyot (TBL) respectively. These data were
processed with an automatic reduction pipeline (Donati et al.
1997) running at the telescopes and are available from Polar-
Base in fully reduced format. Each observation covers the 3700–
10500 Å spectral window at the resolving power of R = 65000.
We have also used 107 spectropolarimetric observations of 5
stars acquired with the HARPSpol instrument mounted at the
3.6m ESO telescope. These spectra cover the 3780–6910 Å
wavelength region at the resolution of R = 110000. The HARP-
Spol spectra is a mixture of public data available from the ESO
archive5 and observations which we have collected during sev-
eral recent visitor observing runs described elsewhere (Hack-
man et al. 2016; Rosén et al. 2016; Lehtinen et al. 2020). All
HARPSpol observations were reduced with the REDUCE pack-
age (Piskunov & Valenti 2002) following the procedure detailed
in Makaganiuk et al. (2012) and Rusomarov et al. (2013). Obser-
vations from all three instruments were normalised to the contin-
uum with the method described by Rosén et al. (2018).
Most of the datasets considered here were obtained for the
purpose of monitoring rotational variation and reconstructing
global magnetic field topologies with ZDI. Consequently, each
observing epoch is represented by anywhere between 2 and 44
individual observations obtained over the time span from one
night to a few months. On average, there are 10 observations
taken over 25 days. Our first-look analysis did not reveal any
differential variability of the magnetically sensitive Fe i lines rel-
ative to Fe i 5434 Å. This indicates that the small-scale magnetic
4 http://polarbase.irap.omp.eu
5 http://archive.eso.org
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Table 4. Parameters of target stars.
HD Name Sp. type1 Teff2 log g2 Age7 Prot10 Ro ve sin i log LX/Lbol7 logR′HK
14
(K) (Myr) (d) (km s−1)
1835 BE Cet G3 V 5837 4.47 6008 7.7811 0.659 6.3 −4.4311 −4.43
20630 κ1 Cet G5 V 5742 4.49 600 9.3 0.696 4.7 −4.71 −4.40
29615 G3 V 58663 4.416 27 2.34 0.207 20.1 −3.6213
39587 χ1 Ori G0 V 5882 4.34 500 4.83 0.437 9.4 −4.64 −4.37
56124 G0 V 5848 4.46 4500 18 1.549 0.6 −5.2313 −4.78
72905 pi1 UMa G1.5 V 58734 4.44 500 4.9 0.437 9.6 −4.64 −4.33
73350 V401 Hya G5 V 5802 4.48 510 12.3 0.993 3.2 −4.80 −4.50
76151 G3 V 5790 4.55 36002 20.5 1.629 0.0 −5.1213 −4.66
82558 LQ Hya K1 V 50005 4.005 50 1.6015 0.067 28.3 −3.06 −3.97
129333 EK Dra G1.5 V 5845 4.47 120 2.60612 0.223 17.0 −3.60 −4.09
131156A ξ Boo A G7 V 5570 4.65 2009 6.4 0.400 4.9 −4.44 −4.32
166435 G1 IV 5843 4.44 3800 3.43 0.293 7.6 −4.08 −4.26
175726 G0 V 5998 4.41 500 3.92 0.434 12.4 −4.58 −4.38
190771 G2 V 5834 4.44 2700 8.8 0.742 3.4 −4.45 −4.39
206860 HN Peg G0 V 5974 4.47 260 4.55 0.481 10.1 −4.65 −4.37
References. (1) Turon et al. 1993; (2) Valenti & Fischer 2005; (3) McDonald et al. 2012; (4) Gonzalez et al. 2010; (5) Cole et al. 2015; (6) Allende
Prieto & Lambert 1999; (7) Vidotto et al. 2014; (8) Rosén et al. 2016; (9) Oláh et al. 2016; (10) See et al. 2019; (11) Wright et al. 2011; (12)
Järvinen et al. 2018; (13) Boller et al. 2016; (14) Boro Saikia et al. 2018.
fields investigated in this paper are distributed approximately
uniformly over stellar surfaces. Moreover, in all cases the am-
plitude of rotational modulation due to cool spots was found to
be significantly smaller than the differential magnetic intensi-
fication signature (e.g. see Fig. 6). This justifies co-adding all
spectra obtained within the same observing run to enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio and average out profile distortions caused
by cool spots. This approach yielded 78 high-quality average
spectra for 15 stars, with the largest number of epochs (10) avail-
able for HD 206860 and the smallest number (2) for HD 29615
and HD 175726. Information on individual average spectra em-
ployed in our study is given in Table B.1. The first three columns
of this table list the observing epoch, the number of individual
observations used to calculate the average spectrum, and the fa-
cility where these data were acquired.
3. Magnetic fields of active Sun-like stars
3.1. HD 1835 (BE Cet)
This star is part of the group of young solar analogues in-
cluded in the “Sun in Time” sample (Ribas et al. 2005; Güdel
2007). However, its magnetic activity was studied relatively in-
frequently in the past compared to other stars in that sample.
Here we report three field strength measurements based on the
two epochs of HARPSpol data and a pair of spectra obtained
with ESPaDOnS. We infer 〈B〉= 0.61–0.75 kG, with the dif-
ference between the extreme values being statistically signif-
icant. Comparison between one of the observations and the
model spectra, shown in Fig. A.1, reveals a clear evidence of
both Zeeman broadening and intensification effects. A single
〈B〉= 0.45 kG determination can be found for this star in the lit-
erature (Saar 1987). The global magnetic field of HD 1835 was
investigated by Rosén et al. (2016) based on the earliest data set
analysed here.
3.2. HD 20630 (κ1 Cet)
This object is considered to be one of the best young Sun proxies
(e.g. Ribas et al. 2010; Fichtinger et al. 2017; Lynch et al. 2019)
and is intensely studied in this role. We derived 4 field strength
measurements in the range from 0.45 to 0.55 kG using observa-
tions spanning from 2012 to 2017. The difference between the
extreme 〈B〉 determinations is not statistically significant. Fig-
ure A.2 shows an example of the fit to the four Fe i lines with
and without magnetic field. Multiple previous estimates of 〈B〉
are available for HD 20630, with values ranging between 0.32
and 0.52 kG (Saar 1987; Saar & Baliunas 1992). These determi-
nations are generally consistent with our results. The global field
topology of HD 20630 was independently mapped by Rosén
et al. (2016) and do Nascimento et al. (2016) using the circu-
lar polarisation spectra from the two earlier data sets analysed
here.
3.3. HD 29615
Magnetic activity of this very young rapidly rotating
(ve sin i= 20 km s−1, Prot = 2.34 d) star was studied by Waite
et al. (2015) and Hackman et al. (2016). These authors focused
on mapping distribution of cool spots using high-resolution
spectra and reconstructed global magnetic field topology with
ZDI. Despite a significant rotational broadening, we detect an
unambiguous signature of magnetic intensification (Fig. A.3).
The strengthening of magnetically sensitive lines does not
depend on rotational phase and is much stronger than the line
profile variability caused by cool spots. We derive a mean field
strength of 1.30–1.38 kG, with about 50% of the stellar surface
covered by ≈ 2.7 kG field. Our analysis was based on the two
sets of HARPSpol spectra collected in 2013 and 2017.
3.4. HD 39587 (χ1 Ori)
This star is another frequently studied young solar analogue. We
were able to obtain 8 individual 〈B〉 measurements using spec-
tra recorded in the time interval from 2007 to 2017. An example
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of the field detection based on the earliest data set is presented
in Fig. A.4. Most of our field strength determinations cluster
around 〈B〉= 0.46 kG. The difference between the extreme val-
ues (0.38 and 0.50 kG) is marginally significant, hinting at a
long-term trend of decreasing average photospheric magnetic
field strength. All our field strength measurements appear to be
weaker than the single estimate 〈B〉= 0.60 kG available in the lit-
erature (Saar 1987). The global field topology of HD 39587 was
studied by Rosén et al. (2016) using 4 out of 8 observing epochs
considered here.
3.5. HD 56124
This star is frequently included in studies based on ZDI anal-
yses of cool stars (e.g. Vidotto et al. 2014; See et al. 2019),
although a detailed account of its magnetic mapping is yet to
published (Petit et al., in prep.). HD 56124 is the least active
object in our study in terms of its log LX/Lbol and logR′HK in-
dices (Table 4). Magnetic field effects on its line profiles are
very subtle (see Fig. A.5). Nevertheless, we were able to deter-
mine a consistent and formally significant 〈B〉 of about 0.22 kG
from the Narval spectra corresponding to four different observ-
ing epochs in 2008–2012. The mean magnetic field of HD 56124
is the weakest among the stars studied here and is formally com-
patible with the solar average field strength inferred with our
method in Sec. 2.4. HD 56124 is also the only object other than
the Sun for which our analysis yields a magnetic field filling fac-
tor below 10%.
3.6. HD 72905 (pi1 UMa)
This is another very frequently studied young solar twin with an
age, rotation rate and activity indices very similar to HD 39587.
We derived five mean field strength measurements using Nar-
val spectra taken in 2007–2016. A comparison of one of the ob-
served spectrum with the best fitting magnetic model calculation
is presented in Fig. A.6. All our 〈B〉 determinations fall in a nar-
row range around 0.59 kG, with an insignificant scatter. These
results show that HD 72905 possess a stronger average magnetic
field than HD 39587. The same difference was also found in the
ZDI analysis of the global fields of the these two stars (Rosén
et al. 2016). No previous Zeeman broadening estimates of mag-
netic field strength are available for HD 72905.
3.7. HD 73350 (V401 Hya)
This object was included in the ZDI study of four solar twin stars
with different rotation rates (Petit et al. 2008). Here we analysed
four epochs of Narval observations, including the data used by
Petit et al. (2008). We inferred 〈B〉 to be in the 0.43–0.52 kG
interval and found no conclusive evidence of the field strength
variation from one epoch to the next. One of our field strength
measurements is illustrated in Fig. A.7.
3.8. HD 76151
This star was also part of the ZDI study by Petit et al. (2008). It
is an old star with a relatively low activity level and the longest
rotational period (Prot = 20.5 d) among the stars studied here.
We derived 5 〈B〉 measurements based on the spectropolarimet-
ric observations collected with Narval in 2007–2015. One of
these measurements is shown in Fig. A.8. All field strength de-
terminations obtained for HD 76151 are consistent, within error
bars, with 〈B〉= 0.41 kG. This indicates that HD 76151 is a more
active object compared to HD 56124 despite having a slightly
longer rotational period. The tomographic mapping of the global
magnetic field topology with ZDI points to a similar disparity be-
tween magnetism of these two stars (Petit et al. 2008; See et al.
2019).
3.9. HD 82558 (LQ Hya)
LQ Hya is one of the most frequently studied very active, young,
rapidly rotating late-type dwarf stars. It is a popular target for
Doppler mapping of the surface distributions of cool spots and
global magnetic field (Donati 1999; Donati et al. 2003; Kovári
et al. 2004; Cole et al. 2015; Flores Soriano & Strassmeier 2017).
This star is the fastest rotator (ve sin i= 28 km s−1, Prot = 1.60 d)
and shows the strongest X-ray and chromospheric emission in
our sample. It is also somewhat cooler and less massive than the
rest of the stars studied here. Due to its rapid rotation, we had to
slightly change the field strength measurement methodology by
excluding Fe i 5506.78 Å from the group of magnetically sensi-
tive lines. This was motivated by the difficulty of modelling the
blending of the blue wing of this line by Mn i 5505.87 Å and Fe i
5505.68 Å. Nevertheless, as illustrated by Fig. A.9, the evidence
of a magnetic intensification in the two remaining magnetic di-
agnostic lines is unambiguous and cannot be confused with the
rotational profile variations. Simultaneous fit of the three Fe i
lines requires 〈B〉 of about 2 kG. This mean field strength was
consistently obtained from three epochs of HARPSpol observa-
tions and one data set obtained with ESPaDOnS. The same four
epochs of spectropolarimetric data were analysed with ZDI by
Lehtinen et al. (2020), allowing us to make a direct comparison
of the global and total magnetic fields for this star.
Considering previous Zeeman broadening studies of
HD 82558, Saar (1996) reported a single B · f measurement of
2.45 kG using near-infrared spectra, in good agreement with the
outcome of our study. On the other hand, Saar et al. (1992) inves-
tigated the possibility of deriving a spatially resolved distribution
of magnetic field strength for HD 82558 by combining temper-
ature DI with a magnetic intensification analysis in the optical.
Their preliminary study, based on a small number of low-quality
spectra, suggested a high-contrast map of B · f with the extremes
at 0.1 and 2.5 kG and a surface-averaged field strength of only
≈ 1.0 kG. Such a large field strength variation across the stellar
surface appears to contradict our observations of the magneti-
cally sensitive lines in the spectrum of HD 82558 because these
features do not exhibit any noticeable additional variability com-
pared to the reference magnetic null line (see Fig. A.9).
3.10. HD 129333 (EK Dra)
EK Dra is the most active object among the well-established
young solar twins. It is frequently studied with DI (Strassmeier
& Rice 1998; Järvinen et al. 2007, 2018) and ZDI (Rosén et al.
2016; Waite et al. 2017) inversion techniques, providing a key
reference point for investigations of different activity-rotation-
age relationships among young Suns. Here we analysed 6 epochs
of observing data obtained with the Narval and ESPaDOnS spec-
tropolarimeters. Four of these data sets were previously used to
produce global magnetic field maps. A detailed discussion of
the derivation of 〈B〉, B, and f for one of the average spectra
of HD 129333 was given in Sect. 2.4 and illustrated by Figs. 5
and 6. Considering results for all 6 epochs, we found 〈B〉 to be
in the 1.36–1.48 kG range for this star. The difference between
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these extremes is not statistically significant. However, there is a
trend of increasing 〈B〉 from the earliest observation in 2006 to
the latest data set taken in 2016.
3.11. HD 131156A (ξ Boo A)
This star is a moderately active late-G dwarf in a wide binary
system with an active K dwarf. Both components of this sys-
tem are often used for benchmarking relations between differ-
ent magnetic activity indicators (e.g. Wood & Linsky 2010; Fin-
ley et al. 2019). The global magnetic field of HD 131156A was
studied in detail by Morgenthaler et al. (2012). Here we used the
same 6 epochs as were analysed in that paper as well as two more
recent Narval data sets. These observations cover the time inter-
val from 2005 to 2015. We determined the mean field strength of
0.78 kG, with a formally insignificant scatter around this value
for individual epochs. There is, however, a hint of a long-term
trend in the 〈B〉 data as the field strength is systematically in-
creasing from 2008–2010 until the latest observing epochs. An
example of the fit to observations corresponding to one of the
recent epochs is shown in Fig. A.10.
Separate determination of B and f , albeit rather uncertain,
yields anomalous results for HD 131156A. All other stars in our
sample exhibit B around 3 kG with a magnetic filling factor grad-
ually increasing with the stellar activity level up to f <∼ 50%. In
contrast to this behaviour, HD 131156A shows a weaker field
covering 69± 28% of the stellar surface. This is the largest mag-
netic filling factor derived in our study. There are no obvious
reasons, besides a lower mass and thus a somewhat thicker con-
vection zone, for HD 131156A to show a different surface field
strength distribution compared to earlier G dwarfs.
3.12. HD 166435
This star is a moderately active solar analogue with a rotational
period of 3.43 d. We derived 〈B〉= 0.69 kG with essentially no
scatter in the mean field strength values corresponding to four
observing epochs. One of the field strength determinations is il-
lustrated in Fig. A.11. All observations of HD 166435 used in
our study were obtained with Narval in 2010–2016. The corre-
sponding ZDI analysis (Petit et al., in prep.) is not published yet,
but the summary of the global field mapping results is available
in the literature (Vidotto et al. 2014; See et al. 2019).
3.13. HD 175726
This object is similar to HD 166435 in terms of the rotational
period and the fact that only a summary of ZDI results has
been published. At the same time, HD 175726 exhibits a sys-
tematically weaker magnetic activity according to the coronal
and chromospheric emission indices. It is therefore not surpris-
ing that we obtained nearly a factor of two weaker mean field,
〈B〉= 0.37 kG, for this star compared to HD 166435. These mea-
surements relied on the average spectra corresponding to two
Narval data sets collected in 2008 and 2012. Figure A.12 shows
a comparison between theoretical model and observations for the
former epoch.
3.14. HD 190771
This star was included in the ZDI study of the four solar twins
by Petit et al. (2008). Subsequently, Petit et al. (2009) reported
a polarity reversal of the global magnetic field and published
ZDI results for three separate epochs. Here we analysed obser-
vations obtained at 9 epochs, covering 10 years starting from
2007 and ending in 2016. This is the second largest data set
(after HD 206860) investigated in this study. Our field strength
measurements indicate 〈B〉= 0.59 kG without any evidence of
an epoch-to-epoch scatter or a long-term variation. An exam-
ple of the field strength determination for this star is shown in
Fig. A.13.
3.15. HD 206860 (HN Peg)
This active, young Sun-like star was studied with ZDI by Boro
Saikia et al. (2015) and Rosén et al. (2016). Combining the data
analysed in these studies with newer observing material yields
10 epochs spread between 2007 and 2016. This is the largest
collection of spectra, in terms of the number of epochs, analysed
in our study. The modelling of the Fe i magnetically sensitive
lines suggests 〈B〉 around 0.45 kG, with individual field strength
determinations ranging from 0.40 to 0.55 kG. One of our field
strength measurements is shown in Fig. A.14. Given the formal
error bars, the 〈B〉 scatter appears to be significant. A long-term
behaviour of the mean field strength suggests a quasi-periodic
variation, with apparent magnetic minima in 2008 and 2014.
4. Discussion
4.1. Correlation with stellar parameters
The overall results of the Zeeman intensification magnetic field
measurements carried out in this study are summarised in Ta-
ble 5. Columns 2–4 of this table list the time-averaged values
of the magnetic field strength B, the filling factor f , and the
mean field strength 〈B〉. These parameters, and the correspond-
ing asymmetric error bars, were obtained by calculating median
values of individual measurements in Table B.1 for targets with
two or more observing epochs and using mean values otherwise.
In this section, we use these time-averaged magnetic field mea-
surements to assess correlations between photospheric magnetic
field characteristics and fundamental parameters, rotation, and
magnetic activity indicators of the target stars.
Figure 7a illustrates dependence of the mean magnetic field
strength on the stellar age. The latter was obtained from di-
verse literature sources and has different reliability, depending
on the star. Typically, the age is known relatively well for young
stars (age<∼ 1 Gyr) thanks to memberships in open clusters and
young moving groups. Conversely, the age of older objects in
our sample (HD 56124, HD 76151, HD 166435, HD 190771) is
constrained with far lesser precision by comparing stellar spec-
troscopic parameters with theoretical isochrones (e.g. Valenti
& Fischer 2005). Despite this caveat, Fig. 7a shows a clear
overall decline of the mean field strength with age. The tar-
gets studied here can be broadly separated into three age groups
with different magnetic field characteristics. The youngest group
(age≤ 120 Myr), represented by HD 29615, HD 82558, and
HD 129333, has 〈B〉= 1.3–2.0 kG. The intermediate group (ages
between 200 and 600 Myr), comprising 8 stars, shows fields in
the 0.4–0.8 kG range. The four oldest stars (age≥ 2.7 Gyr) seem-
ingly exhibit 〈B〉 in a wide range of 0.2–0.7 kG and lack any
correlation with age.
Next, we examine correlation between the mean field
strength and stellar rotation. Figure 7b shows a general decrease
of 〈B〉 with increasing Prot. This trend is arguably dominated
by the three rapid rotators with the strongest fields (HD 29615,
HD 82558, HD 129333) and becomes less pronounced when
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Table 5. Mean magnetic field characteristics derived in this study in comparison with the global magnetic field strength inferred with ZDI.
Star B (kG) f 〈B〉 (kG) 〈BV〉 (G) ZDI reference
HD 1835 3.1+0.6−0.6 0.22+0.06−0.04 0.68+0.05−0.05 19 Rosén et al. (2016)
HD 20630 2.7+0.6−0.7 0.19+0.06−0.04 0.50+0.05−0.06 24+3−3 Rosén et al. (2016)
HD 29615 2.7+2.0−1.2 0.49+0.51−0.22 1.34+0.24−0.16 89 Hackman et al. (2016)
HD 39587 2.9+1.4−1.5 0.16+0.21−0.05 0.46+0.09−0.07 16+4−3 Rosén et al. (2016)
HD 56124 3.2+2.2−1.1 0.07+0.04−0.02 0.22+0.09−0.05 2.2 See et al. (2019)
HD 72905 3.2+1.1−1.2 0.19+0.14−0.04 0.59+0.06−0.07 28+4−4 Rosén et al. (2016)
HD 73350a 2.9+1.0−0.7 0.17+0.07−0.04 0.49+0.07−0.07 11 Petit et al. (2008)
HD 76151a 2.0+0.9−0.7 0.21+0.15−0.07 0.41+0.07−0.07 3.0 Petit et al. (2008)
HD 82558 4.5+1.4−2.1 0.45+0.54−0.10 2.01+0.32−0.15 169+87−12 Lehtinen et al. (2020)
HD 129333 3.7+0.9−1.2 0.38+0.17−0.08 1.40+0.09−0.07 78+15−21 Waite et al. (2017)
HD 131156Aa 1.2+0.4−0.3 0.69+0.29−0.28 0.78+0.13−0.13 36+26−13 Morgenthaler et al. (2012)
HD 166435 2.9+1.1−1.1 0.24+0.17−0.07 0.69+0.09−0.10 20 See et al. (2019)
HD 175726 3.9+2.0−2.6 0.10+0.27−0.02 0.37+0.11−0.08 10 See et al. (2019)
HD 190771a 3.1+0.8−0.7 0.19+0.07−0.04 0.59+0.08−0.07 14 Petit et al. (2008)
HD 206860 3.6+1.5−1.6 0.13+0.14−0.03 0.45+0.08−0.08 22+3−9 Rosén et al. (2016)
Notes. The 5th column lists the mean ZDI field strength, 〈BV〉, taken from the references listed in the last column. For stars with multiple ZDI
maps, column 5 gives the median field strength and the error bars corresponding to extreme values.
(a) 〈BV〉 is given according to the compilation by See et al. (2019).
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Fig. 7. Correlation of the mean magnetic field strength with the stellar age (a), rotational period (b), and Rossby number (c). Individual targets are
identified with Latin letters. The vertical dotted line at Ro = 0.1 in panel (c) indicates the saturation limit. The dashed line shows the best fitting
relation 〈B〉 ∝ Ro−0.58±0.07.
considering the rest of the sample. The magnetic field-rotation
relation can be recast in terms of the dependence on Rossby
number (Fig. 7c), which is known to reduce the scatter. As es-
tablished by many studies (e.g. Noyes et al. 1984; Wright et al.
2011; Douglas et al. 2014; Vidotto et al. 2014; Folsom et al.
2016), both indirect magnetic activity indicators and direct field
measurements correlate with Ro until stellar dynamo reaches
a saturated state at Ro≈ 0.1. All our targets except HD 82558
(LQ Hya) have Ro> 0.1 and therefore are expected to be in
the unsaturated dynamo regime. A weighted least-squares power
law fit of 〈B〉 as a function of Ro, excluding HD 82558, yields
log〈B〉 = (2.65 ± 0.05) − (0.67 ± 0.11) · log Ro. (3)
One can note that the same targets tend to deviate from
the general trends in all three panels of Fig. 7. For example,
HD 56124 and HD 175726 appear to have magnetic fields that
are too weak for their age and rotation. It cannot be excluded
that parameters other than those considered here (e.g. inclina-
tion of stellar rotational axis, phase in a long-term activity cycle,
etc.) contribute to the scatter in magnetic field-rotation-age rela-
tionships.
Finally, we consider separate determinations of the local
magnetic field strength B and filling factor f . As discussed
above, the relative precision with which these parameters can
be constrained individually is much worse than that of their
product 〈B〉= B · f . Nevertheless, our error determination pro-
cedure accounts for the anti-correlation between B and f , allow-
ing us to derive useful constraints on these parameters in many
cases. For example, it can be established that a homogeneous
one-component ( f = 1) model is excluded at more than 99.7%
confidence level for all stars except HD 29615, HD 82558, and
HD 131156A.
An interesting result emerges when we look at the plot of
B and f as a function of 〈B〉 (Fig. 8). The upper panel of Fig. 8
demonstrates that all stars except HD 131156A (ξ Boo A) exhibit
essentially the same local field intensity B = 3.2 ± 0.6 kG. This
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means that any variation of the mean field strength 〈B〉 is due to
changes of the magnetic filling factor f , as conclusively demon-
strated by Fig. 8b. Excluding HD 131156A, the relation between
f and 〈B〉 in the unsaturated dynamo regime can be represented
by
log f = −(3.12 ± 0.20) + (0.86 ± 0.07) · log〈B〉. (4)
Thus, our results give further strong support, now based on
a set of accurate field strength measurements for a sample of
structurally similar G dwarf stars, that magnetic regions exhibit
approximately the same local field intensity and that stellar mag-
netic activity is primarily modulated by the fraction of stellar
surface occupied by these regions (Saar & Linsky 1986b; Mon-
tesinos & Jordan 1993; Cranmer & Saar 2011).
The common local field strength of 3.2 kG derived in our
study noticeably exceeds the thermal equipartition field strength
Beq = 1.7–1.9 kG that can be calculated with Beq =
√
8piPgas
for the gas pressure at τ5000 = 1 in Teff = 5750–6000 K,
log g= 4.5 MARCS model atmospheres. A marginal evidence of
superequipartition fields was found for previous heterogenous
samples of, mostly K, dwarf stars (e.g. Cranmer & Saar 2011).
The presence of such fields is now definitively established for ac-
tive M dwarfs (Shulyak et al. 2017; Kochukhov & Lavail 2017;
Kochukhov & Shulyak 2019) and T Tauri stars (Sokal et al.
2020). This suggests that local field strength is not limited by
the confinement of magnetic flux tubes by the photospheric gas
pressure as was repeatedly assumed in the past (Saar & Linsky
1986b; Cranmer 2017; See et al. 2019).
4.2. Correlation with activity proxies
The coronal (X-ray) emission is a frequently considered indi-
rect proxy of magnetic activity (e.g. Pevtsov et al. 2003; Vi-
dotto et al. 2014; Wright et al. 2011). Using our new magnetic
field measurements and the ratio of X-ray to bolometric lumi-
nosity reported for the target stars in Table 4, we are able to
assess a correlation between these quantities for the first time
for a sample of active solar analogues. The correlation between
〈B〉 and log LX/Lbol is shown in Fig. 9a. It should be noted that
log LX/Lbol may exhibit a large variation over stellar activity cy-
cles. Based on the solar X-ray variation Vidotto et al. (2014) esti-
mated the representative cyclic changes to be as large as 0.65 dex
in log LX/Lbol. Despite this, Fig. 9a suggests a relatively tight
correlation between magnetic field strength and X-ray luminos-
ity. We derive
log〈B〉 = (4.47 ± 0.09) + (0.37 ± 0.02) · log LX/Lbol (5)
by fitting a power law relation with 〈B〉 measured in G.
Eq. (5) is equivalent to LX/Lbol ∝ 〈B〉2.68±0.16. In compari-
son, Vidotto et al. (2014) deduced LX/Lbol ∝ 〈B〉2.25 through in-
direct means, by combining correlations of 〈B〉 and LX/Lbol with
Ro published by Saar (2001) and Wright et al. (2011) respec-
tively. Large uncertainties involved in this estimate of 〈B〉 vs.
LX/Lbol dependence precluded Vidotto et al. (2014) from mak-
ing a meaningful comparison with the corresponding relation
for the global field 〈BV〉 measured by ZDI studies, LX/Lbol ∝
〈BV〉1.61±0.15. Our analysis shows that the latter relation is signif-
icantly flatter than the dependence of X-ray to bolometric lumi-
nosity on the total field strength 〈B〉. This may be taken as an
indication that small-scale fields provide a dominant contribu-
tion to the coronal emission of active Sun-like stars.
The Ca H&K chromospheric emission is another popular
magnetic activity proxy that loosely correlates with the global
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Fig. 8. Correlations of the magnetic field strength B (a) and magnetic
filling factor f (b) with the average field strength 〈B〉= B f . Individual
targets are identified with Latin letters. The dashed line in the lower
panel shows the best fitting relation log f ∝ 〈B〉0.86.
field strength (Marsden et al. 2014) and is coupled to X-ray emis-
sion (Mittag et al. 2018). The relation between log〈B〉 and the
chromospheric emission measure logR′HK for our stellar sample
is presented in Fig. 9b. HD 29615 is missing in this plot since
no logR′HK measurements can be found for this star in the cata-
logue by Boro Saikia et al. (2018) or elsewhere in the literature.
A weighted least-squares power law fit yields
log〈B〉 = (7.59 ± 0.54) + (1.09 ± 0.12) · logR′HK (6)
with 〈B〉 in G.
The steep ramping up of X-ray activity with increasing 〈B〉,
as given by Eq. (5), indicates that the coronal X-ray emission
cannot itself be taken as a direct measure of the efficiency of
magnetic field generation. This means that the canonically steep
slope LX/Lbol ∝Ro−2 of the X-ray rotation-activity relation (e.g.
Pizzolato et al. 2003) does not represent correctly the relation be-
tween dynamo efficiency and the stellar rotation rate, nor can ob-
served deviations from this slope be directly interpreted in terms
of predictions from dynamo models (Wright et al. 2011). In or-
der to understand the correct scaling of the dynamo efficiency in
stars, it is necessary to look at the scaling of the magnetic field
itself (Eq. 3), which indicates a rather shallow rotation depen-
dence. Alternatively, the chromospheric Ca H&K emission also
provides a decent proxy for the magnetic field strength, since the
two follow a nearly linear relation with each other (Eq. 6).
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Fig. 9. (a) Correlation between the total magnetic field strength and
X-ray-to-bolometric luminosity ratio log LX/Lbol. Individual targets are
identified with Latin letters. The dashed line shows the best fitting
power-law relation 〈B〉 ∝ (LX/Lbol)0.37. The horizontal bar at the top
illustrates typical variation of log LX/Lbol over stellar activity cycles.
(b) Correlation between the total magnetic field strength and the Ca HK
emission measure logR′HK. The dashed line corresponds to the best fit-
ting relation 〈B〉 ∝ R′HK1.09.
4.3. Comparison with ZDI results
The sample of active Sun-like stars investigated here was cho-
sen among the stars monitored with high-resolution spectropo-
larimetry and analysed with ZDI. This gives us a unique oppor-
tunity to directly compare characteristics of the global magnetic
field reconstructed using ZDI with the true total magnetic field
strength inferred by our Zeeman intensification analysis. Previ-
ously similar comparisons were done using large heterogeneous
samples of active stars based on historic Zeeman broadening
measurements collated from diverse literature sources spanning
several decades (Vidotto et al. 2014; See et al. 2019). In contrast,
in this study we are able to intercompare parameters of the global
and total magnetic fields obtained with modern techniques from
the same observational data.
We use the mean field strength 〈BV〉 as a measure of the
strength of global magnetic field distributions recovered with
ZDI. This is the same global field strength parameter as the one
considered by See et al. (2019). On the other hand, it differs from
the mean unsigned radial field 〈|Br|〉 analysed by Vidotto et al.
(2014). The main difference between these two characteristics,
besides the fact that 〈BV〉 is more readily available from original
ZDI publications, is that 〈BV〉 includes contributions from both
poloidal and toroidal global field structures whereas 〈|Br|〉 is in-
sensitive to toroidal field since the latter does not have a radial
component.
Columns 5-6 in Table 5 provide 〈BV〉 for all stars in our
sample along with the references to ZDI studies where mag-
netic maps were published. In the case of HD 73350, HD 76151,
HD 190771 (Petit et al. 2008, 2009), and HD 131156A (Morgen-
thaler et al. 2012) the mean field strengths reported in the ZDI
papers are incompatible with the actual magnetic maps presented
in those studies. For these three stars we adopted 〈BV〉 from the
compilation by See et al. (2019). The same paper was used as
a source of 〈BV〉 values corresponding to the unpublished ZDI
analyses of HD 56124, HD 166435, and HD 175726 (Petit et al.,
in prep.). Whenever multiple ZDI maps were available for the
same star, we calculated the median global field strength value
and adopted the error bars corresponding to the full range cov-
ered by individual 〈BV〉 measurements.
Figure 10a presents 〈BV〉 as a function of 〈B〉. A weighted
least-squares fit with a power law function yields the following
relation between these two quantities
log〈B〉 = (2.19 ± 0.08) + (0.48 ± 0.05) · log〈BV〉 (7)
for the field strengths measured in G. This relation is somewhat
flatter and considerably more precise than 〈B〉 ∝ 〈BV〉0.78±0.12
derived by See et al. (2019) for the M > 0.5M part of their het-
erogeneous active star sample.
The ratio 〈BV〉/〈B〉 is plotted as a function of 〈B〉 in Fig. 10b.
As expected, the mean global field strength obtained with ZDI is
vastly weaker than the total field strength diagnosed from Stokes
I. The relation between 〈BV〉 and 〈B〉 cannot be described by
a constant scaling factor (Cranmer 2017). Instead, the global-
to-total field strength ratio clearly grows with 〈B〉. The highest
〈BV〉/〈B〉 of ∼ 10% is found for HD 82558 (LQ Hya). This ratio
drops to about 6% for HD 29615 and HD 129333 and lies in the
1–5% range for the remaining targets. In other words, ZDI recov-
ers merely 0.01–1% of the total magnetic field energy (approx-
imated by square of the mean field strength). This means that
the total magnetic field measured in our study is dominated by a
small-scale magnetic component invisible to ZDI. Nevertheless,
the tightness of the relation described by Eq. (7) suggests that the
large- and small-scale fields are closely coupled and are likely to
be produced by the same underlying dynamo mechanism.
The systematic increase of the fraction of the total magnetic
field recovered by ZDI studies with 〈B〉 evident in Fig. 10b can
be due to an intrinsic shift of the magnetic energy to larger spa-
tial scales in more active stars. Alternatively, this effect can be a
consequence of a better surface resolution achieved by ZDI stud-
ies of faster rotating stars due to a larger Doppler broadening of
their line profiles. A correlation of 〈BV〉/〈B〉 with ve sin i seen in
Fig. 10c supports the latter hypothesis.
4.4. Effect of magnetic field on abundance determination
The strengthening of spectral lines due to magnetic intensifica-
tion is usually ignored in stellar abundance analyses, especially
in the context of modern spectroscopic studies dealing with large
stellar samples. Based on the outcome of our in-depth investiga-
tion of magnetic fields of selected active solar analogues, we are
able to perform a quantitative assessment of the likely errors in-
curred by neglecting magnetic field. To this end, we calculated
a set of synthetic profiles of the three magnetically sensitive Fe i
line for fixed B = 3.2 kG and changed the filling factor to get
B · f in the interval from 0.05 to 2.5 kG. We then adjusted Fe
abundance in the non-magnetic spectrum synthesis model un-
til it matched the equivalent widths measured in magnetic spec-
tra. All calculations adopted the same model atmosphere with
Teff = 5750 K, log g = 4.5, and assumed vmic = 0.85 km s−1.
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Fig. 10. (a) Strength of the global magnetic field estimated with ZDI as a function of the total magnetic field strength derived in this study.
Individual targets are identified with Latin letters. The dashed line shows the best fitting power-law relation 〈B〉 ∝ 〈BV〉0.48. (b) The ratio 〈BV〉/〈B〉
as a function of the total field strength. (c) The same ratio as a function of ve sin i.
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Fig. 11. Error of Fe abundance determination incurred by ignoring mag-
netic intensification of Fe i lines.
The resulting error of the Fe abundance determination is il-
lustrated in Fig. 11. The curve corresponding to the Fe i 5497.5 Å
line represents the upper limit of possible errors of an optical
abundance analysis based on a single absorption feature. The
curves corresponding to the other two lines are closer to average
multi-line abundance determination bias. This plot indicates that
an abundance error of up to 0.4–0.5 dex can be encountered for
the most active stars (〈B〉 = 1.5–2.0 kG), such as HD 82558. The
errors are still significant (0.15–0.30 dex) for stars with a more
modest activity levels characterised by 〈B〉 = 0.5–1.0 kG. This
analysis thus suggests that metallicities and individual abun-
dances reported for active stars (e.g. Valenti & Fischer 2005;
Brewer et al. 2016) may have been systematically overestimated.
An unusually high line-to-line abundance scatter or a trend of
abundance with wavelength might be a symptom of unaccounted
Zeeman intensification.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have developed a new methodology for measur-
ing average unsigned magnetic field strength in the atmospheres
of Sun-like stars. This method takes advantage of the differential
Zeeman intensification of Fe i lines in the optical wavelength
region. The new magnetic field diagnostic procedure is less re-
strictive compared to traditional Zeeman broadening analysis. In
particular, it can be applied to moderately fast rotators and does
not require spectroscopic data of exceptionally high quality. The
technique can be implemented using typical high-resolution op-
tical echelle spectra that are currently provided by many different
night-time astronomical facilities around the world.
We have performed magnetic field measurements for a sam-
ple of 14 G dwarf stars and one early K dwarf, thereby consid-
erably extending the number of solar analogues at different ages
and activity levels with direct observational constraints on the
total surface magnetic field. We derived 78 individual mean field
strength (〈B〉 = B · f ) measurements and, in most cases, were
able to provide meaningful constraints on the local field strength
B and the fraction f of the stellar surface covered by a magnetic
field. These data greatly improve our understanding of different
evolutionary phases of the solar-like magnetic dynamo and can
be used to estimate magnetic characteristics of the Sun during
the first ∼ 1 Gyr of its life.
Main conclusions of our study can be summarised as follows.
– We have measured mean magnetic field strengths in the
range from 0.2 to 2.0 kG and detected a systematic decline
of the field intensity from B · f > 1 kG in stars younger than
∼ 100 Myr to weaker fields in older stars.
– A clear anti-correlation of the mean field strength and the
stellar rotational period, or Rossby number, is established
and a new empirical calibration of B · f as a function of Ro
is obtained.
– Separate analysis of the local field strength B and magnetic
filling factor f suggests that the increase of B · f associated
with the transition from less active to more active stars is
mostly due to a systematic growth of f from ∼ 10% to > 50%
of the stellar surface. The local field strength B remains at the
level of ∼ 3 kG in all stars.
– The mean magnetic field strength determined in our study
exhibits clear correlations with the chromospheric and coro-
nal emission indicators. This allowed us to derive new cali-
brations of the widely used activity indices log LX/Lbol and
logR′HK in terms of the surface magnetic field strength.
– We have compared our magnetic field strength measure-
ments with results of ZDI analyses of the global magnetic
field topologies, which in most cases relied on the same ob-
servational data as used in our study. We found a tight cor-
relation of the ratio of the global and total magnetic field
strengths, 〈BV〉/〈B〉, with the stellar activity level. In terms
of this ratio, the fraction of magnetic field detected by spec-
tropolarimetric studies varies from ∼ 10% in the most active
stars to less than 1% in the least active objects.
– Ignoring magnetic intensification in an optical spectroscopic
abundance analysis of active Sun-like stars may lead to over-
estimation of element concentrations by up to 0.4–0.5 dex if
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Fig. 12. Summary of the magnetic field analysis results. The average field strength is plotted as a function of Rossby number, similar to Fig. 7c.
The symbol size increases with the magnetic filling factor f . The inner and outer outlines reflect uncertainty of the filling factor determination.
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ranges from about 4% to less than 0.1%. The symbol colour corresponds to the X-ray-to-bolometric luminosity ratio, log LX/Lbol.
this analysis is based on lines with a large magnetic sensitiv-
ity.
The most important correlations derived in our study are
schematically illustrated in Fig. 12. This plot combines informa-
tion from Figs. 7–10 to show how the field strength, the filling
factor and the ratio of the global to total field strength change
with Rossby number and how these trends relate to X-ray emis-
sion of the target stars.
There are numerous further applications of the magnetic di-
agnostic procedure developed in our paper. For example, this
technique can be systematically applied to large volumes of
high-resolution spectroscopic data accumulated for Sun-like
stars by the radial velocity exoplanet surveys (e.g. Adibekyan
et al. 2012; Delgado Mena et al. 2017; Hojjatpanah et al. 2019).
This method can be also utilised to investigate the variation of
magnetic field strength during stellar activity cycles for active
stars with sufficiently long spectroscopic time-series (Alvarado-
Gómez et al. 2018; Yana Galarza et al. 2019). One can also envis-
age incorporating Zeeman intensification of the Fe i lines studied
here into Doppler imaging inversions with the goal of simulta-
neously reconstructing both cool spot maps and distributions of
small-scale magnetic field intensity (Saar et al. 1992).
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Appendix A: Additional figures
Fig. A.1. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 1835 (2013.70 epoch).
Fig. A.2. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 20630 (2013.70 epoch).
Fig. A.3. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 29615 (2017.95 epoch).
Fig. A.4. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 39587 (2007.09 epoch).
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Fig. A.5. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 56124 (2008.09 epoch).
Fig. A.6. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 72905 (2014.32 epoch).
Fig. A.7. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 73350 (2011.05 epoch).
Fig. A.8. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 76151 (2009.95 epoch).
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Fig. A.9. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 82558 (2016.05 epoch).
Fig. A.10. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 131156A (2013.33 epoch).
Fig. A.11. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 166435 (2010.53 epoch).
Fig. A.12. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 175726 (2008.59 epoch).
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Fig. A.13. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 190771 (2010.48 epoch).
Fig. A.14. Same as Fig. 6 for HD 206860 (2013.70 epoch).
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Appendix B: Individual magnetic field
measurements
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Table B.1. Results of individual magnetic field measurements.
Epoch N Inst. B (kG) f 〈B〉 (kG)
HD 1835
2013.70 12 H 3.0+0.6−0.5 0.23+0.05−0.04 0.69+0.05−0.05
2014.69 2 E 3.0+0.5−0.6 0.25+0.07−0.04 0.75+0.03−0.07
2017.95 7 H 3.2+0.6−0.7 0.19+0.06−0.03 0.61+0.06−0.05
HD 20630
2012.82 14 N 3.0+1.0−0.7 0.15+0.05−0.04 0.45+0.05−0.05
2013.70 11 H 2.6+0.6−0.5 0.19+0.06−0.04 0.49+0.04−0.05
2016.84 7 N 2.9+0.6−0.7 0.18+0.06−0.03 0.52+0.05−0.06
2017.95 7 H 2.4+0.5−0.5 0.23+0.07−0.05 0.55+0.05−0.06
HD 29615
2013.69 9 H 2.7+1.9−1.2 0.48+0.52−0.21 1.30+0.24−0.15
2017.95 7 H 2.7+2.2−1.1 0.51+0.49−0.23 1.38+0.23−0.16
HD 39587
2007.09 9 N 3.2+1.4−1.7 0.15+0.21−0.04 0.48+0.08−0.08
2008.09 21 N 2.8+1.4−1.5 0.18+0.28−0.06 0.50+0.10−0.07
2010.76 7 N 3.1+1.6−1.5 0.15+0.17−0.05 0.46+0.10−0.08
2011.84 12 N 3.1+1.5−1.6 0.15+0.21−0.04 0.46+0.09−0.07
2015.00 44 E 3.0+1.3−1.3 0.15+0.15−0.04 0.45+0.07−0.06
2015.94 11 N 2.6+1.1−1.0 0.18+0.14−0.06 0.47+0.06−0.06
2016.84 5 N 2.5+1.3−1.3 0.18+0.27−0.06 0.45+0.19−0.07
2017.95 8 H 2.9+1.5−1.4 0.13+0.15−0.04 0.38+0.06−0.07
HD 56124
2008.09 20 N 3.6+2.0−1.4 0.06+0.04−0.01 0.22+0.07−0.05
2010.84 4 N 3.1+2.1−1.1 0.07+0.03−0.02 0.22+0.09−0.05
2011.86 10 N 3.0+2.2−1.0 0.07+0.04−0.02 0.21+0.06−0.05
2012.91 4 N 3.2+2.2−1.1 0.07+0.03−0.02 0.22+0.09−0.05
HD 72905
2007.08 12 N 3.3+1.1−1.2 0.18+0.11−0.04 0.59+0.06−0.07
2014.32 14 N 3.2+1.1−1.1 0.18+0.11−0.04 0.58+0.06−0.07
2015.03 12 N 3.2+0.9−1.2 0.20+0.14−0.04 0.64+0.06−0.07
2015.94 5 N 3.2+1.0−1.3 0.18+0.14−0.04 0.58+0.07−0.07
2016.88 5 N 2.9+1.1−1.1 0.20+0.15−0.05 0.58+0.07−0.07
HD 73350
2007.09 9 N 2.9+0.9−0.7 0.18+0.07−0.04 0.52+0.08−0.06
2010.95 4 N 2.8+1.0−0.7 0.17+0.07−0.05 0.48+0.07−0.07
2011.05 7 N 2.9+0.9−0.7 0.18+0.07−0.04 0.52+0.07−0.07
2012.04 10 N 2.9+1.0−1.0 0.15+0.08−0.04 0.43+0.07−0.07
HD 76151
2007.11 12 N 2.1+1.0−0.7 0.19+0.12−0.06 0.40+0.07−0.06
2009.95 7 N 2.0+0.8−0.7 0.22+0.15−0.07 0.44+0.06−0.07
2010.07 4 N 1.8+0.8−0.7 0.23+0.21−0.08 0.41+0.09−0.06
2012.05 10 N 1.8+0.9−0.7 0.21+0.20−0.08 0.38+0.08−0.07
2015.94 10 N 2.1+0.9−0.6 0.20+0.11−0.07 0.42+0.07−0.08
HD 82558
2010.03 10 H 4.3+1.4−2.1 0.46+0.54−0.10 1.98+0.32−0.15
2011.11 18 H 4.4+1.3−2.1 0.47+0.53−0.09 2.07+0.31−0.14
2016.05 9 E 4.9+1.3−2.4 0.41+0.58−0.07 2.01+0.27−0.21
2017.96 9 H 4.3+1.4−2.1 0.46+0.54−0.10 1.98+0.32−0.14
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Table B.1. Continued.
Epoch N Inst. B (kG) f 〈B〉 (kG)
HD 129333
2006.93 4 E 3.5+1.3−1.4 0.39+0.32−0.10 1.36+0.14−0.11
2007.11 11 N 3.6+0.8−0.9 0.38+0.15−0.06 1.37+0.08−0.04
2008.23 9 N 3.8+0.9−1.0 0.37+0.15−0.06 1.41+0.09−0.06
2009.02 4 N 3.5+0.9−0.8 0.40+0.14−0.08 1.40+0.07−0.07
2012.07 10 N 4.0+0.8−1.2 0.35+0.17−0.05 1.40+0.09−0.07
2016.05 9 E 3.7+1.1−1.3 0.40+0.25−0.08 1.48+0.11−0.08
HD 131156A
2005.50 8 E 1.1+0.7−0.2 0.71+0.29−0.36 0.78+0.16−0.18
2007.59 10 N 1.4+0.4−0.3 0.60+0.27−0.18 0.84+0.12−0.09
2008.08 16 N 1.3+0.4−0.4 0.56+0.44−0.19 0.73+0.17−0.11
2009.46 12 N 1.2+0.4−0.3 0.61+0.39−0.22 0.73+0.17−0.11
2010.07 7 N 0.9+0.5−0.1 0.79+0.21−0.40 0.71+0.09−0.16
2012.07 14 N 1.2+0.4−0.3 0.65+0.35−0.23 0.78+0.13−0.12
2013.33 11 N 1.1+0.4−0.2 0.73+0.27−0.28 0.80+0.11−0.13
2015.29 15 N 1.0+0.4−0.1 0.88+0.12−0.36 0.88+0.07−0.15
HD 166435
2010.53 20 N 2.9+1.1−1.0 0.24+0.16−0.07 0.70+0.08−0.10
2011.53 6 N 2.9+1.1−1.1 0.23+0.17−0.07 0.67+0.09−0.10
2012.57 10 N 2.8+1.1−1.1 0.24+0.19−0.07 0.67+0.09−0.10
2016.35 7 N 2.9+1.1−1.0 0.24+0.14−0.07 0.70+0.09−0.09
HD 175726
2008.59 41 N 3.8+2.0−2.5 0.10+0.25−0.03 0.38+0.11−0.08
2012.63 6 N 4.0+2.0−2.8 0.09+0.28−0.02 0.36+0.12−0.08
HD 190771
2007.60 15 N 3.4+1.0−0.8 0.17+0.06−0.03 0.58+0.09−0.07
2008.67 13 N 3.1+0.9−0.8 0.18+0.07−0.04 0.56+0.07−0.08
2009.46 14 N 3.3+0.8−0.8 0.17+0.07−0.03 0.56+0.08−0.07
2010.48 10 N 3.1+0.8−0.7 0.19+0.07−0.04 0.59+0.08−0.07
2011.57 8 N 3.0+0.7−0.6 0.22+0.07−0.04 0.66+0.09−0.07
2012.55 35 N 3.1+0.9−0.6 0.19+0.06−0.04 0.59+0.08−0.07
2014.60 15 N 3.1+0.9−0.7 0.19+0.07−0.04 0.59+0.08−0.07
2015.45 16 N 3.1+0.8−0.7 0.19+0.06−0.04 0.59+0.08−0.07
2016.42 8 N 3.0+0.7−0.7 0.20+0.07−0.04 0.60+0.07−0.08
HD 206860
2007.60 14 N 3.6+1.6−1.7 0.12+0.12−0.03 0.43+0.09−0.08
2008.63 11 N 3.6+1.5−1.9 0.11+0.14−0.03 0.40+0.08−0.08
2009.46 11 N 3.7+1.6−2.0 0.11+0.14−0.03 0.41+0.08−0.08
2010.55 13 N 3.8+1.4−1.6 0.12+0.09−0.02 0.46+0.09−0.08
2011.57 8 N 3.9+1.2−1.3 0.14+0.06−0.03 0.55+0.09−0.08
2013.70 14 H 3.0+1.6−1.5 0.14+0.18−0.04 0.42+0.07−0.07
2014.57 9 N 3.6+1.5−2.0 0.11+0.16−0.03 0.40+0.08−0.08
2015.55 16 N 3.8+1.3−1.5 0.13+0.08−0.03 0.49+0.09−0.07
2015.90 6 N 3.2+1.6−1.5 0.14+0.15−0.04 0.45+0.08−0.07
2016.51 3 N 3.5+1.3−1.6 0.14+0.13−0.03 0.49+0.07−0.07
Notes. The table lists the epoch of each measurement, the number of individual observations combined to derive the mean spectrum, the instrument
used (“E”: ESPaDOnS at CFHT, “H”: HARPSpol at ESO 3.6-m telescope, “N”: Narval at TBL), the field strength B, filling factor f , and the
corresponding mean field strength 〈B〉.
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